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Is SORRY still
the HARDEST WORD to say?

Medical negligence and apologies
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The Australian Commission on 
Safety and Quality in Health Care (ACSQHC) 

reports that over 700 Australians 
suffer serious adverse events in healthcare every year.1

egal advisers are likely to become involved in 
decisions about how to respond to these events. 
Research and experience tell us that many 
patients expect to receive an explanation for what 
happened and an apology, and that if they receive 

them they are less likely to pursue legal action.2 Researchers 
have found that people interviewed about their experience of 
medical adverse events who expressed satisfaction about the 
disclosure process are typically ‘those whose expectations of 
a full apology ... and an offer of tangible support were met’.3 
There is also evidence that apologies can have psychological4 
and health3 benefits. Not surprisingly, there have been

concerted efforts in recent years by the health and legal 
professions and the law to encourage medical and health care 
professionals in Australia and overseas to make disclosure and 
offer apologies in a timely way following an adverse medical 
incident.6

This article considers why people apologise and the likely 
reasons for any reluctance or unwillingness. It identifies the 
ways the law has sought to address concerns about the legal 
consequences of apologising and how ongoing uncertainty 
and reluctance to apologise might be overcome.

The word ‘apology’ is used to convey a range of meanings 
in a wide variety of contexts.7 A distinction is sometimes »
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made between ‘full’ and ‘partial’ apologies. This is helpful 
to the extent that it recognises that an apology comprises 
a number of components. There is consensus that a ‘full’ 
apology incorporates an expression of heartfelt regret and 
remorse for what has happened, sympathy for the victim and 
acknowledges the transgression.8 For some people, it must 
also offer some form of recompense and a commitment to 
change in the future.9 A ‘partial’ apology will include some, 
but not all of these components; for example, it might be 
an expression of sympathy or empathy alone (for example, 
‘I’m sorry this happened to you’); or an acceptance of 
responsibility or fault without any expression of sympathy 
or regret (for example, ‘I take full responsibility for what 
occurred’).10

The distinction between ‘full’ and ‘partial’ apologies is less 
helpful if it leads to the assumption that only a full apology is 
morally acceptable and of any value. For this reason, it can be 
more helpful to speak about ‘forms’ of apologetic meaning.11 
This approach reflects the fact that what constitutes an 
apology depends on the particular situation and context.12 
Research shows that the response to an apology will depend 
on a recipient’s perception of the seriousness of the harm, the 
level of responsibility they attribute to the wrongdoer and 
the perceived wrongfulness of the behaviour with reference 
to the principle that was violated.13 Thus, which and how 
many of the components of an apology need to be present 
to be beneficial depends on many factors and will vary from 
person to person.

In a legislative context, the meaning attributed to ‘apology’ 
depends on the intent of the legislation.14 Whether an 
apology is given in a legal context will have an impact on 
what people are willing to accept as an apology.13

REASONS TO APOLOGISE AND THE BENEFITS
People apologise for a range of reasons. They may be 
influenced by internal, personal factors including politeness, 
temperament, conscience, regret, remorse, empathy and 
personal ethics.16 They may also be influenced by external 
factors, including damage control, public image and the 
expectations of others.17 The many benefits attributed to 
apologies include social, psychological, financial and systemic 
benefits. Full and meaningful apologies are understood to 
restore dignity, trust and relationships, promote forgiveness 
and reconciliation, and instil confidence that similar harm 
will be avoided in the future.18 There is also evidence that 
partial apologies can increase the chance that a dispute will 
be settled19 and that a partial apology is preferable in some

circumstances to no apology at all.20 At the same time, legal 
practitioners will be well aware that an apology that comes 
too late or is inadequate is likely to increase the hurt and 
anger experienced by the victim, inflame a dispute and 
prolong litigation.

REASONS FOR RELUCTANCE TO APOLOGISE
There are numerous reasons why a person or organisation 
might not offer an apology. These can include internally 
focused reasons such as denial of wrongdoing or 
responsibility; inability to accept responsibility or ownership 
of a problem; not wanting to appear weak; avoiding a 
difficult interaction with the person who was wronged; and 
fear of rejection.21 Externally focused reasons can include fear 
of damage to reputation and loss of face, dignity or respect; 
and concern that an apology will be regarded as confirmation 
of responsibility, an acknowledgement of incompetence or an 
acceptance of liability.22

These external factors play a particularly significant part 
where lawyers become involved or there is a concern that 
legal liability may result from an adverse medical event. Alter 
explains that:

‘IT]o apologise and do the “right thing” morally and in the
interests of justice is generally considered to be the “wrong
thing” to do to defend oneself in the adversarial system.’23 

There is no doubt that rules of evidence, legal processes and 
contractual terms of indemnity insurance influence the advice 
that a legal adviser gives to their client about apologising. 
These constraints and a lawyer’s duty to ‘defend’ their client 
cannot be lightly pushed aside. Some moves have been made 
to reduce these constraints, but more needs to be done to 
address underlying legal concerns.

Aside from concerns about a client’s legal position, there 
may be a number of other reasons why a lawyer does not 
advise their client to apologise. These may include that 
the lawyer has overlooked it, does not want to look ‘soft’ 
by suggesting it, or to appear disloyal to the client and 
sympathetic to the other party. There may have been a 
pattern of denial established early on in the dispute and 
the lawyer may consider it too late to make an apology by 
the time they become involved. The lawyer might believe 
there has been no legal wrongdoing, in which case an 
apology' would be inappropriate. Or the lawyer might be 
unaware that some ‘forms’ of apology do not incorporate an 
admission of wrongdoing and that, in any event, civil liability 
legislation limits the legal effect of apologies in civil liability 
proceedings.

LEGISLATIVE ENCOURAGEMENT OF APOLOGIES 
IN CIVIL DISPUTES
The law recognises that the benefits of apologetic gestures 
are often outweighed by concerns that an apology might 
be used as evidence in subsequent in legal proceedings. To 
encourage apologies in the civil liability context, legislation 
in each state and territory now provides that apologies 
given in connection with an incident giving rise to a claim 
for damages do not constitute an admission of liability and 
are not admissible as evidence of fault or liability in any
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civil proceedings. This general summary does not capture 
the significant variations in the protection provided by 
the various pieces of legislation.24 In WA, for example, the 
legislation only protects an apology that is an expression 
of ‘sorrow, regret or sympathy’ and that does not contain 
an ‘acknowledgement of fault’. This may well mean that 
the benefit of a full apology is less likely to be forthcoming 
in civil proceedings in WA. In contrast, the legislation in 
NSW and ACT provides protection to a full apology. This 
article does not attempt to detail the variation between the 
Australian jurisdictions, nor the variation between these and 
the apology provisions that have been enacted in the US,
UK and Canada. It is clear, however, that doubts remain in 
Australia, even after the enactment of these provisions, about 
what forms of ‘sorry’ are protected by the law.

The law also encourages apologies indirectly by attaching a 
privilege to communications during settlement negotiations 
and mediation. This can render an admission in the form 
of an apology inadmissible in subsequent proceedings.25 
In addition, the confidentiality surrounding mediation (by 
agreement or legislation) provides further legal protection 
against disclosure of an apology. Various statutory provisions 
conferring privilege and prohibiting disclosure other than 
in specified circumstances apply to conciliations conducted 
under health quality complaints legislation,26 and to court- 
based mediation of medical negligence claims.27 While 
these statutory provisions and confidentiality clauses can

provide some comfort to a defendant (potential or actual) to 
a medical negligence claim, legal advisers will remain wary 
about any apology that could be construed as an admission 
of liability where liability is not admitted.

There is also legislation that aims to improve the standard 
of healthcare by establishing committees to review, assess 
and monitor health services and to make findings and 
recommendations.28 Information disclosed to a committee 
constituted under the legislation is privileged, and findings 
made by such committees are not admissible as evidence in 
any proceedings that seek to establish medical negligence.
The legislation confers a qualified privilege on health 
professionals who disclose information to a committee.
This ‘information’ could potentially include an expression 
of regret or remorse, or other apologetic gesture. Although 
the legislation theoretically creates a ‘safe’ place to give an 
apology, the process is not intended or designed for this 
and it cannot be regarded as legislation that encourages 
apologies. The legislation encourages disclosure about health 
services but the privilege attached to the committee process 
means that it is not an ‘open’ disclosure process.

OPEN DISCLOSURE AND APOLOGIES
A significant development in recent years relevant to 
cases where medical negligence may be an issue is the 
Open Disclosure Standard. The Standard calls for open 
discussion about incidents that result in harm to a patient »
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while receiving healthcare. The National Open Disclosure 
Standard was developed by the former Australian Council 
for Safety and Quality in Health Care in 2002. It provides a 
structured approach for discussing incidents with patients 
and families. The elements of open disclosure include: ‘an 
expression of regret; a factual explanation of what happened 
and the potential consequences; and the steps being taken 
to manage the event and prevent recurrence’.29 The Standard 
was endorsed by health ministers in July 2003, and in 
January 2005, the ministers endorsed an implementation 
plan developed by the former Council, which included 
piloting the open disclosure standard in the public and 
private sectors. In April 2008, health ministers agreed to 
work towards the full implementation of the National Open 
Disclosure Standard in all healthcare facilities.30

The ACSQHC is now responsible for the implementation of 
the Open Disclosure Standard. Its Open Disclosure Program 
includes a number of initiatives that aim to ensure the 
effective implementation of Open Disclosure. These initiatives 
include a ‘100 Patients’ Stories Project’ that will collect 
patient narratives of both the experience of adverse events 
and the experience of open disclosure and the development 
of a practical guide to open disclosure. A third initiative is 
aimed at overcoming the legal variation surrounding open 
disclosure.

MORE CONFIDENCE IN OFFERING APOLOGIES
Notwithstanding these efforts to encourage apologies in 
cases where medical negligence is potentially an issue, 
uncertainty remains about the consequences of apologising 
from a legal and insurance perspective. One explanation 
for this uncertainty is the variation in the circumstances in 
which an apology is ‘protected’ by civil liability legislation. 
Another uncertainty is created by confusion about the 
difference between apologies and statements of regret. While 
the research and data behind open disclosure refers to the 
benefits to patients of receiving apologies, the Standard 
refers to a statement of regret, not an apology, as an element 
of Open Disclosure. This was a deliberate attempt to avoid 
requiring medical professionals to apologise in a way that 
might be understood to be an admission of fault or liability. 
While this is understandable, the effect is that the Standard 
perpetuates the confusion about whether a statement of 
regret is an apology at all. In addition, questions remain 
about the value of a statement of regret when a patient is 
looking for some acknowledgement of fault on the part of the 
person who caused the harm. Allan reports the concern that 
professionals remain reluctant to disclose adverse incidents 
to patients and families because they fear that apologetic 
statements they make may be used against them in later 
litigation, and that this is hindering the introduction of the 
Standard in Australia.31

How can these uncertainties be overcome? One way is 
by law reform, where necessary, and another is through 
professional education. The ACSQHC’s review of laws 
initiative is a positive step towards ascertaining whether law 
reform is needed. The ACSQHC has appointed Professor 
David Studdert of the University of Melbourne to identify a

‘legal clear path’ for Open Disclosure in Australia.32 Professor 
Studdert’s review will cover state apology laws, state and 
federal laws relating to qualified privilege, and any other 
laws that bear upon the practice of Open Disclosure or 
that may affect the status of information conveyed in Open 
Disclosures. It will also involve interviews with key hospital 
staff to explore how well the legal framework surrounding 
open disclosure is currently used and understood. The 
review will identify changes needed to implement and 
achieve a consistent national approach that will best enable 
health services to fully investigate an adverse event; share 
information with patients, family and carers about care that 
caused harm; and express regret or apologise.

There is also scope for law reform to bring greater 
consistency between the apology provisions in state and 
territory civil liability legislation and remove some of the 
ongoing uncertainties about the extent to which apologies are 
protected.

The second strategy, professional education, is equally 
important. Lawyers and other professionals who become 
involved when adverse events occur need to develop the 
confidence to advise their clients to say sorry without 
overplaying the likelihood that it will be used to establish 
liability in a medical negligence suit or to invalidate 
insurance cover. The academic literature presented here and 
the following extract from the NSW Ombudsman Apologies: A 
Practical Guide should assist this process:33 

‘The NSW Ombudsman has recently completed a 
brief survey of NSW judgments over the last ten years, 
concentrating on the period since the Civil Liability Act 
came into force. This work was centred on cases where 
some mention was made of an apology. ... Only a small 
number of judgments referred to section 69 of the Civil 
Liability Act, and it had no bearing on the outcome. There 
does not appear to have been any change in the number of 
references to apologies in some form since the introduction 
of the Civil Liability Act ... Since the incorporation of 
apology provisions into the NSW Civil Liability Act, every 
other state and territory has followed the NSW lead and 
brought in legislation that provides varying levels of 
protection for apologies or expressions of regret in relation 
to civil liability. While the scope of the protection provided 
in each jurisdiction varies significantly, it appears that a 
simple “I am sorry” will in most circumstances be protected 
in all Australian states and territories.’

CONCLUSION
Developments in recent years have encouraged medical 
professionals to respond to adverse medical events in a timely 
and open manner and to offer apologies. Yet uncertainty 
remains about the legal implications of saying ‘sorry’, and it 
appears that for some, sorry is still the hardest word to say. 
This is despite case law and academic writing confirming that 
an expression of regret is not of itself an admission of fault 
and that even an admission of fault does not of itself establish 
liability in negligence.34 

It has been said that:35
‘[AJpologies are not magic potions that work in every case,
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but they can be remarkably effective in addressing the key 
needs of people who have experienced harm. There will be 
some circumstances where an apology will serve no good 
purpose, but these will be the exceptions not the rule.’ 

With this in mind, and for the reasons outlined above, efforts 
must continue to find the right way to say sorry where an 
apology is owed. ■

This article has been peer-reviewed, in line with standard 
academic practice.
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